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Wanted-News From Alums!
A Note from Dean Cliff Thompson

One of our goals for the new-look Gargoyle is a
regular section with brief news about our grads.

Please be a trail blazer and send a note about your profes-
sional or personal life which we can share with others.

Our recent efforts to improve the Gargoyle stimulated
numerous reactions which were overwhelmingly favor-
able: "professional," "attractive and interesting," "better
reflects the school's top quality." But we also got a few
warnings not to get too "slick" or omit human interest
stories.

We want the Gargoyle to be infor-
mative, interesting, and, yes, stimu-
lating, with an appropriate and
intelligent light touch ... tall order!

We want the Gargoyle to be informative, interesting,
and, yes, stimulating, with an appropriate and intelligent
light touch ... tall order! I imagine it will take quite a
while to settle the Gargoyle into its new life. But I am
sure we are on the right track, and I'm pleased we've
gone as far as we have. We managed because volunteers
have given a hand to Editor Ed Reisner, especially Devel-
opment Director David Utley and Professor Bill Foster.

Bill has had to use weekends, including weekends of
weeks which were themselves supposed to be holiday, to
help. Each issue is still a new adventure, and will be for
some time to come. We welcome your continuing sugges-
tions, especially if you tolerantly recognize that we'll
receive some contradictory advice.

In any event, help us to start a Class Notes section by
sending your news (be sure to include your class year or
one of our volunteers may defect while trying to find it.]
And send along copies of old law school photos or other
items of interest. Personally, in the midst of more serious
pursuits, I picked up a couple of doodles drawn by fac-
ulty in one of our regular meetings-perhaps to include in
the Gargoyle?


